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Abstract

School Learning Action Cell (SLAC) must be planned and implemented in accordance with the Department of Education's call for schools to continuously provide professional community of practice that would empower teachers and make them more productive teachers in front of their students. The study sought to determine the perceived observance of the SLAC Community of Practice and the usefulness of SLAC Themes. A descriptive correlational strategy was used in this investigation. The data was gathered using an online survey questionnaire created by the researcher. According to the findings, the SLAC community of practice was highly observed in terms of collaborative planning, problem-solving, and action implementation by the majority of respondents. Similarly, respondents' average perceptions of SLAC themes' usefulness in terms of learner inclusivity, subject components and competencies, curriculum assessment, 21st-century skills and ICT integration, and curriculum contextualization, localization, and indigenization revealed that SLAC is very useful. After attending SLAC for several sessions, the teacher's performance was deemed outstanding in the areas of content knowledge and pedagogy, learning environment, diversity of learners, curriculum and planning, assessment and reporting, community linkages, and professional growth and professional development. A significant association was found between the SLAC community of practice and teacher performance. The association of SLAC themes to the teacher's performance yielded the same result.
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Introduction

Outstanding teachers contribute to the development of great students. They are one of the aspects that have an impact on student accomplishment and the school's overall performance. Teachers must be knowledgeable about contemporary educational trends and issues. Teachers must be prepared to tackle new challenges and tasks to fully fulfill their responsibilities in the classroom, given the complex function of the teacher in modern schools (Zuljan & Vogrinc, 2011). Various developments are improving and altering the educational landscape today. The School Learning Action Cell (SLAC) is the venue for in-service training and teacher development that is both ongoing and cost-effective. To this end, The Department of Education fully supports its teachers' ongoing professional development, which is based on the principle of lifelong learning and recognition of teaching as a profession in which teachers must possess expert knowledge and specialized abilities, which they must acquire and maintain through continuous study (UNESCO 2006).

Teachers require more training to get new skills and information to tackle new problems and reform in the classroom. SLAC can assist teachers in becoming more professional to help the organization meet its goals. A training program like SLAC in a school provides people with the necessary skills and information or attitude to carry out their responsibilities. Training is concerned with broadening an individual's skills in preparation for future duties, whereas development is concerned with an organization's efforts to enable learning among its personnel (George and Scott, 2012). As a result, addressing these challenges and satisfying the needs of the school requires a training program. It also serves as a bridge between novice and experienced instructors, assisting them in overcoming the challenges of guiding students to greater levels of learning and self-development. Teachers require professional development programs such as SLAC; nevertheless, this should not be done in the absence of reform. Teachers can be more methodical and logical in their teaching manner by using the School Learning Action Cell (Kazmi et al., 2011).

To stay current with the newest trends, instructional strategies, and methodologies in the field of education, instructors must constantly advance their professional skills. Professional development is typically founded on the concept that after attending conferences and workshops, instructors will return to their classrooms and employ their newly acquired abilities (Girvan et al., 2016).
The study aimed to determine the perceived observance of the School Learning Action Cell Community of Practice as to collaborative planning; problem-solving; and action implementation. The study also aimed to find out the usefulness of the School Learning Action Cell Themes: learners inclusivity; subject components and competencies; curriculum assessment; 21st century skills and ICT integration; and curriculum contextualization, localization, and indigenization. The study aimed to determine the performance level of the teachers in school when it comes to content knowledge and pedagogy; learning environment; diversity of learners; curriculum and planning; assessment and reporting; community linkages; and personal growth and professional development. Lastly, it is the intention of the study to find out whether there a significant correlation between the perceived observance of the School Learning Action Cell community of practice and the teachers’ performance, and the usefulness of the School Learning Action Cell Themes and the performance of the teachers.

Methodology

The descriptive-correlational research strategy was used after analyzing the study's goals and objectives and reviewing existing research on the subject. There are 124 respondents in the study, these are the teachers conducting the School Learning Action Cell in Padre Garcia District, Division of Batangas. The instrument was composed of five parts. There were 61 statements in the questionnaire which were rated on a five-point scale. The respondents were well-informed, so they understood exactly what they were being asked to do and what the risks are before they agree to take part in the study.

Findings

The teachers highly observed in the school that that there is a community of practice when it comes to the implementation of the school learning action cell. This means that the school adheres to the standards required by the Department of Education that in conducting SLAC within the year, there must be considerations of having collaborative planning, problem solving and action implementation. To which the schools consider that to attain success in meeting the level of performance of the teachers, SLACs are implemented following the terms of collaborative planning, problem solving and action implementation. The themes or topics that are used in the School Learning action cell at school within the district are said to be very useful. It implies that the teachers noted that the themes are truly relevant and that can be attributed to
their daily teaching and learning experiences encountered in the school premises. For them to become more performing in their job, the school must provide them very useful topics that covers learners’ inclusivity, subject components and competencies, curriculum assessment, 21st century skills and ICT integration and curriculum contextualization and indigenization. Therefore, the teacher in the district shows an outstanding performance to the parameters on content knowledge and pedagogy, learning environment, diversity of learners, curriculum and planning, assessment and reporting, community linkages and personal growth and professional development. It only shows that the teachers observed to perform well in school in several aspects of their performance assessment considering that there is a community of practice that are implemented in the school premise when it comes to SLAC. Effective and well organize SLAC can help teachers outbring outstanding performances at work.

**Conclusion**

Teachers and others who are working in the field of education may realize the importance of having a SLAC community of practice and themes that may have a significant impact on how they conduct, lead, and perform in the organization. The Department of Education may always conduct School Learning Action Cell every last Friday of the month for teaching professionals. They must provide the needed materials in every session. The result may establish workforce strengths and development needs and somehow enables the organization to respond rapidly to capabilities concerns and challenges. The result of the study may guide teachers that for them to have an outstanding performance they may highly observe the School Learning Action Cell community of practice with the collaborative planning, problem-solving, and action implementation. Teachers may consider the SLAC themes as very useful. The themes are centered and focused on the most important aspects of learning. Future researchers may be encouraged to conduct further studies embedded in a local setting to justify the idea that the mentioned variables may predict the teachers’ performances of DepEd school managers in the district, division level, or even at the regional level.

School Learning Action Cell (SLAC) must be planned and implemented in accordance with DepEd's call for schools to continuously provide professional community of practice that would empower teachers and make them more productive teachers in front of their students. The study sought to determine the perceived observance of the School Learning Action Cell Community of Practice and the usefulness of School Learning Action Cell Themes.
After attending School Learning Action Cell for several sessions, the teacher's performance was deemed outstanding in the areas of content knowledge and pedagogy, learning environment, diversity of learners, curriculum and planning, assessment and reporting, community linkages, and professional growth and professional development. A favorable significant association was demonstrated by the correlation between the SLAC community of practice and teacher performance. The association of SLAC themes to the teacher's performance yielded the same result. The result of the study served as guide for teachers and others who are working in the field of education may realize the importance of having a SLAC community of practice and themes that may have a significant impact on how they conduct, lead, and perform in the organization.
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